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total charge a (a.u.) for Dissociative Table 8S : Calculated gas-phase reaction energies (!E gas,0 ), reaction free energies in aqueous solution (!G r,0 ), gas-phase activation free energies (!E gas ‡ ), and activation free energies in aqueous solution (!G ‡ ) for reaction 1 involving "#$ substituted methyl triphosphate analogs.
pKa 4 -----------------------------------kcal/mol -----------------------------------------------------CF 2 7. 
------------------------------------------------------------
a Note that the data in this table utilize the reactant and product protonation states shown in eq 1 (reaction 1) to evaluate energy differences. b The R-or S-enantiomers. Atoms bound to the chiral center (bridging C) are ordered with the lowest atomic number atom pointing away and the remaining atoms from P " to P $ to the remaining substitutent are ordered clockwise in the R-form. This means that when looking from P " to bridging C to P $ , the heavier substituent is on the left in the Rform. c Slope and R denote slope of the linear interpolation of energy as a function of pK a and the correlation coefficient, respectively. Enantiomer energies were averaged.
